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Abstract
Aurora borealis and Aurora australis are light emissions
due to energized electrons originating in the Sun. As part
of the dynamic processes in the Sun solar flares are created. These flares create plasma forming the so-called solar wind. When the solar wind interacts with the Earth’s
magnetic field it distorts the field and forms a type of
bow-shock compressing the field sunwards and elongating the field on the opposite side of the Sun. The interface
between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetic field is
called the magnetopause and the interior of the distorted
field, the magnetosphere.
The auroral phenomena, or the so-called Northern
Lights and Southern Lights, are night sky light shows
resulting from the channeling of energized electrons in
Earth’s magnetosphere into the upper atmosphere. The
aim of this paper is to use non-photorealistic rendering
techniques to visualize these phenomena. In this paper
we describe a new approach to visualize these phenomena using a pipeline of procedures processing simulated
or real scientific auroral data. The pipeline involves particle decimation, 3D surface extraction, MR filter applications, and isocurves extraction. Alternative nonphotorealistic rendering techniques are also introduced.
A rendered sequence of images is provided illustrating
the result.

Earth’s magnetic field is called the magnetopause and
the interior of the distorted field, the magnetosphere. As
the plasma encounters the magnetopause some of the energized electrons are transferred to the magnetopause.
Eventually, these electrons are injected into the earths upper atmosphere during episodes called auroral sub-storms
in approximately thick oval regions around the magnetic
poles. These regions which are sparsely populated may
occasionally expand to cover more densely inhabited areas of the globe. The electrons may collide with atmospheric molecules causing these to become excited into a
higher energy state. After a number of collisions of this
kind the molecules will eject a photon. These photons
are the visual manifestations called auroras. The auroral
emissions typically take place between 64 and 966 kilometers above Earth. Since the auroras are low-intensity
light emissions they are only seen at night. The day-time
auroras are too faint to be seen, but they can be observed
at dawn and dusk.
The auroras are magnificent displays of light, most frequently in the green area of the spectrum, seen by inhabitants of the regions covered by the auroral ovals (Figure 1). Infrequently the inhabitants of latitudes closer to
equator may witness auroral events. Kenny Taylor from
National Geographic called them ”Earth’s Grand Show
of Lights” [15] (Figure 2).
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1

Introduction

The aurora borealis and the aurora australis are light
emissions due to energized electrons originating in the
Sun. As part of the dynamic processes in the Sun solar flares are created. These flares create plasma forming
the so-called solar wind. When the solar wind interacts
with the Earth’s magnetic field it distorts the field and
forms a type of bow-shock compressing the field sunwards and elongating the field on the opposite side of
the sun. The interface between the solar wind and the

Goal

The auroral displays may take on a large variety of forms
(see auroral form catalogue [1]). Furthermore the displays may seem to be static, moving slowly or rapidly.
The auroral movement is directly linked to the processes
that eject electrons from the magnetosphere (substorms)
and it may present aspects of both stochastic and seemingly deterministic movement. In this paper, a new technique for visualizing auroras as well as an experiment
utilizing non-photorealistic rendering method will be presented. The technique is based on particle systems visualization and it has potential for applications in any particle
system with similar characteristics as the auroras. Examples of this are plasma phenomena and volumetric data.
An experiment with rendering MRI voxels using the same

visualization techniques will also be presented.
The visualization of auroral phenomena can be used as
part of night sky animations during film creations, and it
can also be used as educational material or scientific illustration in auditoriums and science centers. Scientists may
benefit from being able to perform analysis based on the
visual presentation and also being able to perform feature
extractions. As mentioned previously, this visualization
process can also be extended to be applied on volumetric data; medical imaging applications can be enhanced
to contain additional visualization and analysis features
that can assist doctors in better understanding images extracted from devices such as the MRI scanners.
Above all, the study and visualization of the aurora has
intrinsic interest in forming a better understanding of our
universe. The value of such understanding was evident
also to our ancestors:

Figure 1: Photograph of the auroral phenomena in Calgary. (Courtesy of Jason Chen)

It is true of the northern lights, as of many
other things of which we have no sure knowledge, that thoughtful men will form opinions
and conjectures about it and will make such
guesses as seem reasonable.
(Kings mirror, c. 1220-30, Norse Epic.)

Figure 2: Photograph of the auroral phenomena. (Courtesy of Cary Anderson)

1.2 Previous Work
Baranoski et al. [5] developed a novel physically based
model for simulating the dynamics of the auroral phenomena. Their simulation model had been strongly associated with the process of plasma flow. They also described a method of using the multi-grid algorithm for
solving several partial differential equations. They were
able to simulate the set of features that make the aurorae
readily recognizable by viewers: arcs and band shapes
with and without rayed structures, characteristic spectral
variation, vertical distribution of intensity dependent on
the type of auroral display and apparent surface brightness dependent on the direction of observation.
Deussen and Strothotte [7] demonstrated a disk-based
approach in generating pen-and-ink illustration of trees.
The underlying models of their tree generation were realistic 3D plant geometries which were structured as a particle system. In their approach, disks or other basic primitive types were used to represent the tree particles. These
particles were then rendered and post-processed using a
depth differences algorithm.
Recently, Selle et al. [13] extended the disk-based idea
further in their cartoon rendering of smoke animations.
The smoke was in a form of physically generated 3D particles. In their approach, particle primitives, which can
be in different forms of stencils, were rendered and pixels whose depths differ significantly from their neighbors
were drawn as silhouettes.

Besides the two non-photorealistic rendering experiments mentioned above, Saito et al. [11] presented a
comprehensible rendering of 3D shapes utilizing a set
of geometric buffers (G-buffers). Each of the G-buffers
stores information such as the depth values, the RGB values, and the normal vector components, for each pixel to
be drawn on an image. The final pixel intensity values
of the image are determined by combining the set of all
G-buffers together.
Baranoski et al. [5] successfully simulated the dynamics of the auroral phenomena following the plasma physical rules. Their rendering of auroral displays mainly utilized a forward mapping approach. This approach first
maps light emissions to a screen plane and the values of
the image are stored in the RGB format. Then these RGB
values are convolved to simulate auroral temporal and
spatial variations. The forward mapping approach produces photo-realistic images that can be compared to the
real photographs of the auroal phenomena. This method
could be done in real-time with the aid of using graphics
hardware. Other techniques for visualizing the auroral
phenomena were not experimented with.
Deussen and Strothotte [7] provided the ground work
for disk rendering techniques on tree drawings. Selle et
al. [13] successfully extended the disk-based idea further
into cartoon rendering of smoke. They effectively illustrated the silhouette and internal edges of the smoke in a
pen-and-ink drawing style.
Saito et al. [11] provided a framework for combining different image buffers, and this technique seemed to
adapt correctly to any type of images. Their work focused
primarily on direct processing of images, but no experiments were done for rendering a general particle system.
1.3 Approach
In this paper, two approaches for visualizing the auroral phenomena will be presented. At first, an efficient
photo-realistic rendering approach involving the use of
digital elevation modeling (DEM), multi-resolution filters, and contour modeling will be introduced. Secondly,
a non-photorealistic rendering approach using disk-based
drawings, G-buffers, and texture-based drawings will be
illustrated. The first approach contains a pipeline of operations for extracting 3D surfaces and isocurves from a
set of auroral particles. For extracting the surface, the
pipeline contains a DEM stage that outputs a grid structure by decimating the input particles from a large scale
into a relatively small quantity. The particle grid can then
be tessellated into a parametric surface. During the surface construction, multi-resolution filters can be applied
for faster rendering. For extracting isocurves, the Marching Squares algorithm [9] was selected for revealing the
auroral outlines. The second approach combines the disk-

based rendering, the G-buffers scheme, and the texturebased drawing techniques. The particle primitive can be
drawn using either the disk-based or the texture-based
method. It is also possible to use both methods simultaneously. After the primitives are drawn, the G-buffers
algorithm is executed over applicable buffers.
There are circumstances that the visualization approaches are expected to work well. First, a typical auroral particle system can involve areas that are particularly dense, and this can lead to problems for the surface extraction stage. By using the DEM algorithm for
point decimation, it ensures that no redundant points are
passed down the visualization pipeline. However if the
input particles were under-sampled, a false image might
potentially be created. Hence, multi-resolution filters enable a dynamic manipulation of the particle grid, sampled in high resolution, among different levels of detail
while maintaining a good quality result. Second, the
auroral particle system has the property that a majority of particles tend to possess low intensity values. As
the particles are fed through the photo-realistic rendering
pipeline, several black surface areas (or triangles) can occur. By switching the strategy into a non-photorealistic
approach, the issue may be resolved.
It can be noted that although a number of auroral particles will be decimated after applying the DEM algorithm,
the algorithm guarantees restoring the original auroral
distribution by utilizing a sampling approach. The advantage of using DEM is it accelerates the rendering time by
preventing unnecessary calculations. The disadvantage is
the DEM surface does not realize the auroral curtain phenomena. However, generating isocurves from the auroral
data set and changing the strategy to a non-photorealistic
approach can compensate for the shortcomings of the
DEM approach.
By using the disk-based non-photorealistic rendering
approach, it is guaranteed that every particle is rendered
as a closed curve and its edges will be calculated in assisting with finding the auroral curtain. The texture-based
approach is capable of realizing the auroral ray structure
and the result can be compared to traditional illustrations
of the auroral phenomena (Figure 3).
2

Visualization Overview

The visualization process that is part of the whole auroral
simulation is mainly realized by two rendering paths as
depicted in figure 4.
The visualization process for the auroral phenomena
will start from a given auroral particle system. The particle system can be visualized following the photo-realistic
rendering path using either the digital elevation modeling,
DEM, technique or a contour modeling method. The dig-

ital elevation modeling starts from a simple point display
space in a cube, the DEM grid space employing an optional multi-resolution filtering process, and finally creating the DEM surface space. The non-photorealistic rendering path can be visualized following the point display
space in a cube, and then going to the non-photorealistic
rendering space which includes the combination of Gbuffers algorithm, disk-based drawings, geometric line
drawings, and also a mix of texture-based drawings.
Although this visualization system has been aimed at
auroral phenomena, it can be easily adapted to any general particle system. In addition, voxels, such as volumetric MRI data, can also be an input to this visualization
system. In the following sections, photorealistic rendering framework, non-photorealistic rendering framework,
and voxel input methodologies are described.

Figure 3: Traditional illustrations of the auroral curtain.

3 Photorealistic Rendering Framework
The goal of the photorealistic rendering strategy in this
paper is to extract the underlying curtain structures of auroral phenomena. This is a difficult task to accomplish
and hence several possible strategies for visualizing such
effects are considered and will be described in the following subsections. These strategies include:
• Digital Elevation Modeling
• Contour Modeling - Isocurves

Figure 4: Visualization pipeline.

3.1 Digital Elevation Modeling
The visualization process for extracting a 3D surface
from a set of auroral particles can potentially be realized
using a Triangulation In-between Nodes algorithm. This
algorithm can be applied to each individual auroral particle for surface mesh extraction.
Problems arise since the auroral data set is large due to
the nature of the phenomenon. The distribution of the auroral particles in some areas is expected to be extremely
dense. The use of Triangulation In-between Nodes algorithm can also lead to errors and redundant calculations
for dense distribution areas. As a result, generation of the
surfaces can slowdown the rendering.
Here a pipeline of operations for visualizing the auroral phenomena following the digital elevation modeling strategy is described. This strategy solves the potential difficulties that can occur from using the Triangulation In-between Nodes algorithm. The visualization
pipeline produces a surface for real-time rendering and
is organized as follows: The modeling stage describes a
series of data analysis operations, which mainly consists
of the digital elevation modeling scheme, that forms the
core modeling step of the pipeline; The rendering stage
describes rendering procedures, including application of
MR-filters and parametric surface generation.

In terms of the modeling stage of the pipeline for the
visualization of the auroral phenomena, raw auroral data
is first collected. These data are results from either real
scientific data or generated data after a successful auroral
simulation process. The data is basically the photon particles, or the auroral particles, which are emitted after series of electron collisions with nitrogen and oxygen particles. The auroral particles will be described by points in
three dimensional space, e.g. x, y, and z, plus intensity
values, e.g. r, g, b, and a given time frame, e.g. tn . These
data points are modeled as a general particle system and
their x, y, and z values are normalized into a unit cube
for display (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Input auroral particles in a unit cube.
It is expected that some areas of the particle system
are dense due to the nature of the auroral phenomena. In
come cases the data will therefore have to be decimated
and averaged down. One way of decimating and averaging can be realized through the digital elevation modeling
scheme.
Digital elevation modeling is a term that is normally
associated with the processes of digital satellite image
analysis. The term is used here in a slightly different, but
similar context. The digital elevation modeling scheme
described here for processing auroral data utilizes a gridaveraging algorithm. At first, a grid of a user-defined size,
say m by n, will first be constructed to cover the entire
auroral data set. Each auroral particle is then mapped to
a cell of the covering grid based on its location after an
orthographic projection onto an X − Y plane has been
performed. This step can be done by simply retrieving
the X − Y coordinates for each particle.
The Visual Aurora (VA) application is the core system
for auroral visualization. It contains a user interface for
adjusting the size, or the resolution, of this covering grid
so that different outcomes of experiments on the same
data set can be compared. The VA will also allow users to
select from an X − Y sampling grid or a X − Z sampling

grid. An X − Y sampling grid covers the entire X − Y
plane of all input particles and each particle with its Z
value averaged with its neighboring particles that fall into
the same cell. The X −Z sampling grid covers the X −Z
plane. Here the X − Y sampling grid will be assumed for
use with the following algorithms.
The algorithm for mapping particles into grid cells is
as follows:
M AP PARTICLES T O G RID(x, y, u, v)
1 normalize x to a range f rom 0 to 1
2 normalize y to a range f rom 0 to 1
3 u ← x/dU
4 v ← y/dV
where dU is the step size, or the cell dimension, in the
U direction, along the X axis, of the grid, and dV is the
step size in V direction, along the Y axis. Accordingly, u
and v are the resulting grid locations. For example, if the
covering grid is of size 10 by 10, a corresponding auroral
particle with coordinate (0.55, 0.34, −10) is assigned to
cell with index (5, 3) starting with the bottom left corner
as (0, 0) on the grid. Note that a particle with coordinate
(1, 1, 1) will have (9, 9) as its cell index.
Once all the auroral particles have been assigned to
cells they are replaced by ”super particles”, one per cell
having the intensity value of the sum of particles in the
cell with a z value that is the average of the z-values of
the original particles in the cell. The averaging algorithm
iterates through each individual cell. The following gives
an algorithm for computing the covering grid:
C OMPUTE C OVERING G RID(aps, m, n)
1 dU = 1.0/m
2 dV = 1.0/n
3 for each particle P ∈ aps
4
do extract vertex coordinates (x, y, z) of P
5
extract vertex color c of P
6
M AP PARTICLES T O G RID(x, y, u, v)
7
grid[u, v].Z ← grid[u, v].Z + z
8
grid[u, v].Color ← grid[u, v].Color + c
9
grid[u, v].Density ← grid[u, v].Density + 1
10
11 for i ← 1 to m, step ← 1
12
do for j ← 1 to n, step ← 1
13
do grid[i, j].Z ←
14
grid[i, j].Z/grid[i, j].Density
15
grid[i, j].Color ←
16
grid[i, j].Color/grid[i, j].Density
17 return grid
where aps is the source of auroral particle system; m and

n specifies the resulting grid dimensions. The result of
the above algorithm is an m by n matrix containing 3dimensional position and intensity values of cells. Figure 6 shows the source of the auroral particles and figure 7 shows the result after applying the Digital Elevation Modeling with grid resolution of 130 by 130. Note
that the originally dense area now becomes even spaced
particles.

Figure 8: Parametric surface generated from a 130 by
130 DEM grid.

Figure 6: Input auroral particles displayed as points.

Figure 7: Digital elevation modeling (130 by 130) on input auroral particles. (The image is zoomed in for display
purposes)
After modeling the auroral particle data set into a
grid of particles, the rendering stage of the visualization
pipeline is now described. This stage involves a surface
extraction technique from a given DEM grid as well as
application of multi-resolution filters. By replacing each
cell on the grid by a physical point, a parametric surface
can be easily constructed by iterating through the uv directions on the covering grid. The tessellated surface is
now a new representation of the auroral phenomena at
a given time frame with minimized number of particles
while still retaining the original topology. Figure 8 shows
a generated parametric surface.

For faster rendering of the resulting surface, one can
utilize multi-resolution technique. Here, local filters of
B-spline wavelets [12] are applied to a high resolution
DEM grid. As explained by Samavati et al. [12], for
reducing the resolution of a tensor product surface, one
would apply a set of wide Chaikin filters either along
all u-curves or all v-curves simultaneously. In order to
keep aspect ratio of the DEM grid after resolution reductions, multi-resolution filters are applied first along all ucurves and then along all v-curves. During the experiment, both u and v-curves of the DEM grid are assumed
to have the same size for simpler reversing operations that
are required for switching filter targets between u and vcurves. The following algorithm demonstrates the idea
for decreasing the DEM grid resolution along both directions. At first, it decreases resolution along one curve.
Then the grid is transposed and the grid resolution is decreased along the same direction with a transposed grid.
Finally, the grid is transposed back to the original grid
alignment. The algorithm is:
D ECREASE UVR ESOLUTION()
1 l ←l−1
2 grid ← D ECREASE R ESOLUTION(grid, n, l);
3 grid ← T RANSPOSE G RID(grid, n);
4 grid ← D ECREASE R ESOLUTION(grid, n, l);
5 grid ← T RANSPOSE G RID(grid, n);
where l is the current multi-resolution level, and n is the
size of the DEM grid for both directions. The following
algorithm calls the ReduceResolution and FindDetails algorithms as described by Samavati et al. in [12]:
D ECREASE R ESOLUTION(grid, n, l)
1 for i ← 1 to n, step ← 1
2
do C ← R EDUCE R ESOLUTION(grid(i), n)

3
D(l) ← F IND D ETAILS(grid(i), n)
4 return C
where C represents the course grid after resolution reduction and D is the detail data extracted from the given fine
grid. The detail data is stored for each level of resolution
reduction so that it can be used when higher resolution
needs to be reconstructed.
For increasing the DEM grid resolution, a reverse order of operations is performed. First all v-curves are restored. Then all u-curves are reconstructed for each level
of multi-resolution. The following algorithm increases
DEM grid resolution along both directions by first transposing the grid, increasing resolution along one direction,
transposing back the grid, and then increasing resolution
along the same direction. Notice that both grid directions
have been processed in exactly the reverse order that was
done with DecreaseUVResolution.
I NCREASE UVR ESOLUTION()
1 grid ← T RANSPOSE G RID(grid, n);
2 grid ← I NCREASE R ESOLUTION(grid, n, l);
3 grid ← T RANSPOSE G RID(grid, n);
4 grid ← I NCREASE R ESOLUTION(grid, n, l);
5 l ←l+1

Figure 9: DEM grid (66 by 66) after applying one level
of multi-resolution filter along uv-curves. (The image is
zoomed in for display purposes)

The next algorithm calls Reconstruction algorithm as
described by Samavati et al. [12]:
I NCREASE R ESOLUTION(grid, n, l)
1 s ← size of D(l)
2 for i ← 1 to n, step ← 1
3
do F ← R ECONSTRUCTION(grid(i), D(l), n, s)
4 return F
T RANSPOSE G RID(grid, n)
1 tempGrid ← grid
2 for i ← 1 to n, step ← 1
3
do for j ← 1 to n, step ← 1
4
do grid(i, j) ← tempGrid(j, i)
5 return grid
Figure 9 and 10 show the resulting DEM grid of size 66
by 66 and its tessellated surface after applying one level
of the multi-resolution filter.
A similar surface to what is shown above could be generated using the In-between Nodes Triangulation technique discussed earlier. In order to do this, the Inbetween Nodes Triangulation algorithm would iterate
through each auroral particle trying to connect them into
triangular forms, from which a surface mesh could be
produced. However, the auroral particle data set can be

Figure 10: Parametric surface generated using a 66 by
66 multi-resolution filtered DEM grid.

extremely dense in certain areas. By applying the Inbetween Nodes Triangulation algorithm in this particular
area, many redundant calculations might be executed and
the system might be unstable if coded carelessly. What
can happen in such an implementation is that: the amount
of triangles produced for rendering is becoming proportional to the amount of auroral particles read in. For example, if ten million of auroral particles are read in, a
possibility of one billion triangles would be waiting to be
rendered. Hence, decimating large quantity of input particles as done in the digital elevation modeling scheme, can
help with balancing the load whenever rendering speed is
a concern.
While adapting the digital elevation modeling strategy
for extracting a 3D auroral surface is useful, some information that reveals the underlying features of the auroral curtain phenomena can be lost as compared to sampling the whole auroral data set directly. In the following
subsection, a contour modeling strategy will be described
that can be utilized for revealing more information from
the result of the digital elevation modeling strategy.
3.2 Contour Modeling - Isocurves
In the digital elevation modeling algorithm, the whole auroral particle data set was sampled at once. For the contour modeling strategy, an identical sampling step will
be used except with a layer concept being introduced.
In contour modeling, the auroral particle data set is broken into equally spaced layers. Each layer is then successively sampled into a grid structure. From any given
auroral particle data set, it can be observed that the auroral curtain phenomenon appears approximately aligned
with the Y -axis. In other words, chopping the data set
along the Y -axis gives stacks of sub-data set with base
lying parallel to the X − Z plane. The layer concept is
depicted in figure 11.
Considering just a single layer of particles, the auroral
curtain sub-structure can be extracted using a thinning algorithm [8]. Such algorithms are used in image processing tasks such as hand written recognition. The thinning
algorithm in [8] can be applied to an individual layer of
auroral particles as follows. Each layer of particles can be
viewed as a noisy image by simply ignoring the elevation
component, the Y -axis, of each particle. The thinning algorithm [8] can now be applied on this image to extract
the auroral curtain sub-structure.
The thinning algorithm [8] can extract the outline of
any given image. Some areas of the image are sparse
compared to other areas. Dense areas are expected to
give good approximations for the overall curtain layer extractions, but the sparse area might create discontinuities
or unnecessary branches. These artifacts from using the

Figure 11: Layers broken into stacks along the Y -axis.
thinning algorithm [8] can affect the overall impression
of the curtain structure.
Here we describe an isocurves extraction algorithm
that serves as a contour modeling strategy extracting auroral curtain features. The isocurves extraction algorithm
will remove the artifacts, such as the unwanted branches,
found by using the thinning algorithm [8]. In the following paragraphs, the general isocurves construction
steps are described. The main algorithm used, Marching
Squares [9], will also be explained.
The isocurves extraction algorithm starts from a given
auroral particle data set. The data set is then sliced vertically into particle layers. For each layer of auroral particles, a covering grid similar to the one found in the digital
elevation modeling scheme is adapted to sample the particle data. The algorithm for mapping particles into grid
cells and layer indices is as follows:
M AP PARTICLES T O L AYER G RID(x, y, z, u, v, l)
1 normalize x to a range f rom 0 to 1
2 normalize y to a range f rom 0 to 1
3 normalize z to a range f rom 0 to 1
4 u ← x/dU
5 v ← z/dV
6 l ← y/dL
where dU is the step size, or the cell dimension, in the U
direction of the grid, and dV is the step size in V direction accordingly; u and v are the resulting grid locations;
dL is the layer step size, or thickness and l is the resulting
layer index. For example, if the covering grid is of size
10 by 10 with 10 layers, a corresponding auroral particle
with coordinate (0.55, 0.30, 0.13) falls into cell with index (5, 3) and layer index 0 starting with the bottom left

corner as (0, 0) on the grid. Note that a particle with coordinate (1, 1, 1) will have (9, 9, 9) as layer and cell indices
respectively.
After mapping the auroral particles into layer and cell
indices, each cell on the covering grid of a layer now inherits its associated set of raw auroral particles by averaging only their intensity values. The grid-averaging process here is identical to the ComputeCoveringGrid algorithm described in the digital elevation modeling scheme
except that the Z value is not considered for averaging
and instead the algorithm iterates through each layer and
each individual cell. The following gives an algorithm for
adding a particular color c to cell with index (l, u, v):
A DD T O C ELL(l, u, v, c)
1 grid[l, u, v].Color ← grid[l, u, v].Color + c
2 grid[l, u, v].Density ← grid[l, u, v].Density + 1
The following gives an algorithm for computing the
sampled data for each layer:

Figure 12: Isocurves with 2 layers and density threshold
= 1.

C OMPUTE S AMPLING DATA S ET(aps, m, n, o)
1 dU = 1.0/m
2 dV = 1.0/n
3 dL = 1.0/o
4 for each particle P ∈ aps
5
do extract vertex coordinates (x, y, z) of P
6
extract vertex color c of P
7
M AP PARTICLES T O L AYER G RID(x, y, z, u, v, l)
8
A DD T O C ELL(l, u, v, c)
9 for h ← 1 to o, step ← 1
10
do for i ← 1 to m, step ← 1
11
do for j ← 1 to n, step ← 1
12
do grid[h, i, j].Color ←
13
grid[h, i, j].Color/
14
grid[h, i, j].Density
15 return grid
where aps is the source of auroral particle system; m,
n, and o specifies the resulting grid dimensions and the
number of layers. The result of the above algorithm is an
o layers, m by n matrices containing cells with intensity
values. Figure 12 shows the isocurves generated with two
layers and density threshold set to one; Figure 13 shows
the result with density threshold set to five.
Since some auroral particle areas are particularly
sparse, the generated isocurves may form islands and can
appear to be disconnected in some areas. In this case,
modifying the cell sampling strategy can help reducing
the appearance of disconnected islands. The following
paragraphs will explain the additional steps for modifying the sampling algorithm.

Figure 13: Isocurves with 2 layers and density threshold
= 5.

Before the color of a given particle is added to the destination cell, the extracted color information can be magnified. The magnification process creates an influential
area on the surrounding cells of this particle, indexed by
(l, u, v). This process is similar to drawing a large point
at a particular location of an image plane. Two types of
magnifiers are experimented here: rhombus and square
magnifiers. Figure 14 depicts four rhombus magnifiers
and figure 15 depicts four square magnifiers.

of one is reached. Note that the center weight should be
a power of two. The square-type magnifier is similar to
the rhombus-type except that it distributes the color with
equal weight onto all of its surrounding neighbors. The
following gives an algorithm for adding a particular color
c to cell (l, u, v) with multiplicity m:
A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v, c, m)
1 grid[l, u, v].Density ← grid[l, u, v].Density + m
2 grid[l, u, v].Color ← grid[l, u, v].Color + c ∗ m
The following is an algorithm for adding a particular
color c to cell (l, u, v) with rhombus magnifier:
A DD R HOMBUS W EIGHTED C ELL(l, u, v, c)
1 w←2
2 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v, c, w)
3 w ← w/2
4 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u + 1, v, c, w)
5 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u − 1, v, c, w)
6 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v + 1, c, w)
7 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v − 1, c, w)
8 if w = 1
9
then return

Figure 14: Rhombus magnifiers with center weights 2,
4, 8, and 16 respectively.

Figure 15: Square magnifiers with center weights 2, 4,
8, and 16 respectively.
The rhombus-type magnifier starts from a selected center weight, distributes the sampled particle color onto its
four adjacent neighboring cells, and divides the weight
by half successively among its neighbors until a weight

where w is the center weight for rhombus magnifier, this
shows an example algorithm with center weight 2.
The following is an algorithm for adding a particular
color c to cell (l, u, v) with square magnifier. In this example, the center weight is 2:
A DD S QUARE W EIGHTED C ELL(l, u, v, c)
1 w←2
2 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v, c, w)
3 w ← w/2
4 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u + 1, v, c, w)
5 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u − 1, v, c, w)
6 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v + 1, c, w)
7 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v − 1, c, w)
8 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u + 1, v + 1, c, w)
9 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u − 1, v − 1, c, w)
10 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v + 1, c − 1, w)
11 A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v − 1, c + 1, w)
12 if w = 1
13
then return
where w is the center weight for square magnifier.
The above AddToCell algorithm is modified to make
use of the two magnifiers as follows:
A DD T O C ELL(l, u, v, c)

1 switch
2
case M agnif ierT ype = N one :
3
A DD C OLORW ITH M ULT(l, u, v, c, 1)
4
case M agnif ierT ype = Rhombus :
5
A DD R HOMBUS W EIGHTED C ELL(l, u, v, c)
6
case M agnif ierT ype = Square :
7
A DD S QUARE W EIGHTED C ELL(l, u, v, c)
After the grid set containing multiple layers of sampled
data is obtained, isocurves can be generated using the
Marching Squares algorithm [9] for each sampled layer.
By considering one layer of the sampled data at a time,
a grid of particles containing averaged color information
and its density value can now be fed in to the Marching Squares algorithm [9] for processing. The threshold
used in the Marching Square algorithm [9] will be a predetermined density for the context of isocurves generation. The grid[l, u, v].Density information is used here
for comparing the density of each grid cell against the
threshold density value in order to separate the cells that
are outside the isocurve lines or the ones that are inside
the isocurve lines. The information embedded in each
grid cell is now used as a single vertex of in the Marching
Squares algorithm [9].
The following is an algorithm for finding the marching
square type [9]:
C ELL(a, b, c, d)
1 n←0
2 if a > threshold
3
then n ← n + 1
4 if b > threshold
5
then n ← n + 8
6 if c > threshold
7
then n ← n + 4
8 if d > threshold
9
then n ← n + 2
10 return n
where a, b, c, and d are density values as depicted in figure 16.
The following is an algorithm for drawing the complete
isocurves of each layer of the sampled data:
G ENERATE I SOCURVES(grid, m, n, o)
1 for l ← 1 to o, step ← 1
2
do for u ← 1 to m − 1, step ← 1
3
do for v ← 1 to n − 1, step ← 1
4
do a ← grid[l, u, v].Density
5
b ← grid[l, u + 1, v].Density
6
c ← grid[l, u + 1, v + 1].Density
7
d ← grid[l, u, v + 1].Density

Figure 16: The Marching Squares [9] vertices.
8
9

type ← C ELL(a, b, c, d)
D RAW L INES(type, l, u, v, a, b, c, d)

where the DrawLines routine assigns the cell grid[l, u, v]
to one of the four Marching Squares [9] canonical cases
each of which makes calls to the DrawOne, DrawAdjacent, DrawOpposite, and DoNothing routines respectively. All of these routines can also be found in the Interactive Computer Graphics book by Angel E. [3].
Figure 17 shows a collection of images rendered using
the rhombus magnifier; figure 18 shows results of using
the square magnifier and color fading resulting in less intensity as objects move further away from the camera.
It seems possible to reduce the number of islands that
can occurred in the resulting isocurves to perhaps a single closed isocurve for each layer among the degree of
elevation. From here a 3-dimensional surface can be constructed by inter-connecting these layers of isocurves and
therefore tessellate into a parametric curtain-shaped surface. Nevertheless, at some instance of time through the
progressing and development of auroral activities, it is
still possible to discover multiple islands that are obtained
after applying the isocurve extraction algorithm. However, by construction just multi-layers of isocurve with
equal amount of elevation increment, one can already visualize the outline of the auroral curtain phenomena.
4

Non-photorealistic Rendering Framework

In this section, an experiment is described using a nonphotorealistic rendering approach. This approach consists of applying Geometric buffers and disk-based drawings onto the set of auroral particles as well as using
texture-based drawings. Furthermore, transparency with
alpha blending is described. In the last subsection, a combination of all techniques introduced will also be illustrated. In this last experiment, the set of auroral particles
is first obtained. Each auroral particle is then rendered
as a special primitive type, for example, a disk; nevertheless, any other representative primitive type could also be

(a) Center weight = 2

(b) Center weight = 8

(c) Center weight = 4, 10 layers

(d) Same as (c), Top View

Figure 17: Isocurves with rhombus magnifiers.

(a) Center weight = 2

(b) Center weight = 8

(c) Center weight = 4, 3 layers, with color fading

(d) Center weight = 4, 20 layers, with color fading, original color

Figure 18: Isocurves with square magnifiers.

used for obtaining different effects.
4.1 Geometric Buffers
After a first image has been drawn onto some temporary
frame buffer, many types of information can be retrieved.
As mentioned by Saito et al. [11], the G-buffers has the
following parameters:
• Object/patch identifiers
• Patch coordinates
• World coordinates
• Perspective depth
• Normal vector components
The use of normal vectors as G-buffers is not applicable for disk-based approach since each disk drawn would
be facing the viewer and having exactly the same normal components. The use of object identifiers and world
coordinates may also seem to be unimportant for auroral
visualization; and of course, the auroral particles do not
contain patch coordinate information that is only available from patch surfaces.
For simplicity and applicability, depth and RGB information are used for this experiment.
The retrieval of depth information for each pixel that
would appear on the screen can be simply obtained from
the depth buffer of the underlying graphics library [14]. If
such information is not easily accessible, one could adapt
a perspective depth calculation as explained by Saito et al.
[11]. Several types of images can be generated utilizing
the depth information of each pixel. They are as follows:

Figure 19: Depth image of the auroral particles.

Figure 20: Sobel’s Filter. [14]
for a particular pixel at some X location of the image
plane. Figure 21 shows an experimental result after applying the first-order differential operator over a set of
auroral particles.

• Depth image
• First-order differential image
• Second-order differential image
• Profile image
• Internal edge image
The depth image is simply a grayscale image that maps
[Dmin , Dmax ] to [0, 255] [14]. Figure 19 shows a depth
image produced from a set of auroral particles.
In drawing discontinuities of an image, the Sobel’s filter (Figure 20) can be applied over the depth buffer by
using the first-order differential operator as follows [11]:
g(X)

=

(|A + 2B + C − F − 2G − H| +
|C + 2E + H − A − 2D − F |)/8

where A-H and X constitute the 3 by 3 matrix representing each block of depth values around the current processing pixel X. The resulting g function is the gradient

Figure 21: First-order differential image of the auroral
particles.
In drawing discontinuities for the first-order differentials of an image, the Sobel’s filter (Figure 20) can be
applied over the depth buffer by using the second-order
differential operator as follows [11]:
l(X) = |8X − A − B − C − D − E − F − G − H|/3

Figure 22 shows an experimental result after applying the
second-differential operator over a set of auroral particles.

auroral particles. Usage of depth buffer, a combination of
depth and RGB buffers, and depth buffer with pen-andink look are also shown.
The second-order differential image generates a third
artifact [11] which is that 0-th order discontinuities are
drawn as double (negative and positive) lines. By applying the internal edge operator, a corrected image can be
obtained. First-order and second-order differential image buffers have to be pre-calculated using Sobel’s filter
scheme before applying the internal edge operator [11]:
(
l
if gmax ≤ kl
e=
l
if
gmax > kl
gmax 2
)
(
kl

Figure 22: Second-order differential image of the auroral
particles.
Two artifacts arise in the first-order differential image
[11]. It is both hard to distinguish discontinuities from
large continuous changes and the brightness of resulting
drawings rely on the degree of gaps in the image. As
depicted in Figure 21, the border line between objects
and the background appears obvious; however the internal edges can not be easily visualized. In fixing these artifacts, applying the profile normalization operator seems
to improve the result. The Sobel’s filter using a first-order
differential operator is first applied to the depth buffer,
and then the profile normalization operator can be computed as follows [11]:
(
gmin −g
if (gmax − gmin ) > kg
gmax −gmin
p=
gmin −g
if (gmax − gmin ) ≤ kg
kg
where g is the gradient value at X of Sobel’s filter (Figure 20); gmin and gmax are the minimum and maximum
gradient values respectively found in the 3 by 3 matrix
(Figure 20); kg is a constant distinguishing discontinuities from continuous changes; p is the resulting normalization factor and is used as a percentage multiplier acting on the total pixel color range. It was found that the
higher the kg value, the fainter the lines are drawn and the
less visible the internal edges are. Hence with increasing
kg value, the image reverts to the first-order differential
case. Furthermore, the smaller the kg value, the brighter
the lines are drawn and the more visible the internal edges
are. Hence discontinuities are more clearly distinguished
from continuous changes. Figure 23 shows experimental
results after applying the profile normalization operator
with kg = 10 and kg = 200 respectively over a set of

where gmax is the maximum gradient value found in the
3 by 3 matrix (Figure 20). It can be shown that internal
edges of image appear to stand out with a low kl value,
and it can also be noted that the 0-th order discontinuities
seem to vanish. Conversely, with a high kl value, the image restores back to the second-order differential image
with double lines where 0-th discontinuities occur. Figure
24 shows experimental results after applying the internal
edge operator with kl = 2 and kl = 10 respectively over
a set of auroral particles; usage of depth buffer, a combination of depth and RGB buffers, and depth buffer with
pen-and-ink look are also shown.
Figure 25 shows an interesting result when the auroral curtain is viewed from the bottom. This figure shows
the auroral spiral captured in one of the animation frames
using two different NPR rendering techniques. Incoming
electrons initially produces the aurora into a smooth arc
shape. As the stream of electrons become more active, an
effect that produces irregularity in the system is called a
warping process. This process first develops a fold and
progresses into a spiral shape eventually.
Geometric buffers that involve the use of object ID,
patch coordinates, and normal vector components as visual cues were not implemented because the input auroral particles generally do not contain these kinds of attributes.
4.2 Texture-Based Drawings
Electrons originated in the solar wind accelerate towards
the earth’s magnetic poles. As the electrons enter the
earth’s atmosphere, they collide with high-altitude atmospheric atoms. After a series of collisions, these atoms
become excited and photons are emitted. The falling
electrons can be described as pieces of thin sheets that
spirals, curls and folds in different temporal-scales. The
light emanation from the bending or folding of these
sheets of falling electrons presents a visual effect that
looks like a vertical bright stripe or a shooting ray along
the magnetic lines [4]. Hence instead of using basic geometric primitive rendering types, drawing textures with

(a) D-buffer (kg = 10)

(b) D-buffer + RGB-buffer (kg = 10)

(c) D-buffer with Pen-and-Ink (kg = 10)

(d) D-buffer (kg = 200)

(e) D-buffer + RGB-buffer (kg = 200)

(f) D-buffer with Pen-and-Ink (kg = 200)

Figure 23: Profile image of the auroral particles.

(a) D-buffer (kl = 2)

(b) D-buffer + RGB-buffer (kl = 2)

(c) D-buffer with Pen-and-Ink (kl = 2)

(d) D-buffer (kl = 10)

(e) D-buffer + RGB-buffer (kl = 10)

(f) D-buffer with Pen-and-Ink (kl = 10)

Figure 24: Internal edge image of the auroral particles.

(a) D-buffer (Profile)

(b) D-buffer with pen-and-ink look (Depth)

Figure 25: Auroral spirals. (Bottom view of the auroral curtain)
a line stroke in the middle can be a more powerful tool
for visualizing or capturing the dynamics of the falling
auroral particles.
In order to render a line texture drawing, a texture
source is first identified with a line shaped drawing in the
middle and the rest of the region containing zero alpha
values. This texture is then mapped to a sprite, a rectangular region which can for example be a form of two triangles stitched together, for rendering onto the screen by
turning on alpha blending. This way, only the line drawing is visible while the remaining portion of the sprite
been transparent. Figure 26 shows an example of the auroral particles rendered as line textures.

Figure 27: Auroral particles rendered as hatch textures.

Figure 26: Auroral particles rendered as line textures.
Other types of textures can also be used to obtain a
variety of different effects. Figure 27 shows an example
of the auroral particles rendered as hatch textures.
The green component in the auroral spectrum appears
to be the most common color in the majority of real auroral photographs. One of the reasons is that the green spec-

tral line has a wavelength of 557.7nm which is closest to
the range of what human eye is most sensitive to, which
is about 555.0nm. Another reason is that the green line
has a shorter transition state, compared to the red line,
from the moment the collided oxygen atom becomes excited until the photons are emitted [4]. A short transition
state makes the green spectral line to appear in a more
structured form. Hence, the green line becomes a brightest visible feature of the aurorae. Figure 28 also suggests
that the green spectral emission has a gradually increasing intensity from 260km to 135km above the ground,
and then followed by a rapidly decreasing intensity from
135km to 100km above the ground. In order to visualize
these phenomena with texture-based drawings, one can
modulate the width of the drawing textures based on the
elevation of the particle. For better observing the distribution of the whole set of auroral particles, culling can be
done on the number of rendered particles as well. Figure
29 shows 50 % of the auroral particles rendered with line

textures and without width modulation; figure 30 shows
the result with using width modulations.

Figure 30: Auroral particles rendered with width modulation.

Figure 28:
Spectral emission curves (redrawn from
Brekke and Egeland.[6])

camera is assigned with the maximum transparency value.
And it is vice versa for the closest opaque transparency
mode. The minimum and maximum transparency values
were programmed to be adjustable. Some experimental
results are shown here: Figure 31 shows the auroral particles rendered with line textures and without transparency
modulation. Figure 32 shows the result from using the
furthest opaque transparency modulation by setting the
minimum to 10% and the maximum to 20%.

Figure 29: Auroral particles rendered without width
modulation.
4.3 Transparency with Alpha Blending
By using either geometric primitive types or texturebased drawings for rendering the auroral particles, the
rendered context can appear to become quite sharp for visual perception compared to photo-realistic images. Similar to modulating the width of the rendered textures, it
is also feasible to modulate the degree of transparency
for the rendered texture of each particle by using alpha
blending. Two types of transparency mode can be applied: furthest opaque and closest opaque. For the furthest opaque transparency mode, the particle that is furthest away from the camera is assigned with the minimum
transparency value and the particle that is closest to the

Figure 31: Auroral particles rendered without transparency modulation.
4.4 Combining All Techniques
One of the limitations of using the texture-based approach is the accessibility of rendered pixel depth information. When texture sprites are rendered using alpha
blending, writing permissions to the depth buffer should
be turned off. If z-values of the rectangular sprites are
written to the depth buffer, the resulting image will become awkward or somewhat incorrect. This is due to the
fact that not all pixels of a sprite that are drawn are sent

Figure 32:
Auroral particles rendered with furthest
opaque transparency modulation. Minimum = 10%,
Maximum = 20%
to the color buffer. Some pixels of a selected texture contain zero alpha values. Hence, only pixels whose alpha
values are not zero are blended and their depth values
should be considered. But this is not possible for rendering the texture sprite in the current step, e.g. by using two triangles. Hence the texture-based drawings can
not provide the depth values in which the G-buffers algorithm needs for processing. This implies the G-buffers
strategy is not compatible with pure texture-based drawings. But this difficulty can be overcome by combining
both the geometric drawing types and the texture-based
drawings. By mixing 50% of the particles rendered using
geometric drawing types and the other 50% rendered using the texture-based drawings, the G-buffers algorithm
can be configured to process the depth buffer written by
the geometric drawings and the color buffer written by
the texture-based drawings. This hybrid approach combines the advantages of using both strategies. Figure 33
depicts a combination of using all non-photorealistic rendering approaches which include the followings: penand-ink rendering style, geometric primitive type using
disks, G-buffers processing using the Profile operator
with Kg = 10, line texture drawings with width modulation, furthest opaque transparency modulation with minimum = 10% and maximum = 20%, and a particle selection rate of 40%.
5

Voxel Input

The VA system is capable of being generalized for visualizing other particle systems or data sources that can be
converted to a particle system. Volumetric data can be
imported into the system for visualization. For example,
MRI voxels may be rendered using the VA system and
the result can turn into a different interpretation and realization of the data.

Figure 33: A combination of all NPR techniques.
To experiment with volumetric data, the VA system
was extended with the capability of reading in voxels.
The data importing process is as follows. Within each
voxel, a predefined amount of random particles are generated and they all share the intensity values of the corresponding voxel. The algorithm iterates through each
voxel that is read in. As long as the voxel does not contain
black intensity values, random particles are generated for
the current processing voxel. In other words, if the voxel
is black, then it does not contribute to a final rendered
image. Hence no particles are generated for it. Figure
34 and figure 35 illustrate some of the results from the
rendered MRI voxels by using the VA system. The same
visualization techniques were applied to the particle systems that were converted from MRI voxels.
6

Results

Before the invention of advanced photographic equipments, the only way to present the majesty of the lights
found in the polar areas was to use pen and paper. Explorers and artists tried hard to jot down everything they
could remember when they discovered the emergence of
an auroral phenomena. One of the motivations for visualizing the auroral phenomena in this paper was the ability
to reproduce the effect from traditional illustrations of the
aurorae. To facilitate the comparison with artists’ handdrawn aurorae, a series of images were generated using
the VA system with various configurations.
The following results were mainly produced utilizing
the NPR approach to come close to what artists was trying to present. For adding a more realistic look-and-feel
into the generated results, the composition process involved adding 3D terrain models in the foreground and
twinkling stars in the background. The 3D terrain models were the Nevada Mountain (found in figures 36, 37,
38, 39, and 41) and the San Juan Valley (found in figure
43). Both terrain models were provided by John Brosz

(a) Particle system of fuel.

(b) DEM surface of fuel.

(c) NPR of fuel.

(d) Isocurves of fuel.

(e) Particle system of hydrogen atoms.

(f) DEM surface of hydrogen atoms.

(g) NPR of hydrogen atoms.

(h) Isocurves of hydrogen atoms

Figure 34: MRI voxels rendered using the Visual Aurora system. (I)

(a) Particle system of silicium.

(b) DEM surface of silicium.

(c) NPR of silicium.

(d) Isocurves of silicirm

(e) Particle system of neghip.

(f) DEM surface of neghip.

(g) NPR of neghip.

(h) Isocurves of neghip.

Figure 35: MRI voxels rendered using the Visual Aurora system. (II)

and they originated from the U.S. Geological Survey. The
stars were six pictures taken by Jason Chen and they were
texture-mapped onto the world bounding box of the composed scene.
A woodcut illustration by Fridtjof Nansen (Figure 36,
Left) presented a triple-curtained aurora, shown as white
vertical lines; and the night sky, shown as diagonal lines;
with mountains at the bottom of the image. For reproducing a close effect, an image generated using the VA
system can be compared (Figure 36, Right). The simulated auroral curtain was placed in a similar angle and it
was drawn using line textures as base primitive types for
the NPR approach. The rendered line textures were modulated with narrower widths for higher elevation particles
and broader widths for lower elevation particles. They
were also blended using transparency modulation to create a blurred effect. In order to mimic the look-and-feel
when compared to the left image, the colors of the mountain and the aurorae were both modulated into a blackand-white style.
Figure 37 compares the VA generated result to a snakeshaped auroral illustration over a fur trading post. The
generated aurorae were stretched across the curtain in order to reveal more details such as folds, curls, or spirals.
These details displayed in a magnified view would reproduce the effect that the snake-shaped painting was trying
to illustrate. On the right side of figures 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, and 43, they were all VA generated results utilizing
the same set of NPR techniques, as discussed for figures
36 and 37, for reproducing the traditional auroral illustrations shown to the left.
The auroral displays were observed carefully by scientists and explorers. It was discovered that a variety of
forms exists. Different terminologies had been associated with these forms. The auroral forms were divided
into two main groups as noted by Baranoski at el. [4]:
those with and those without a rayed structure. For auroral forms without a rayed structure, they found arcs (Figure 44, Left a) and bands (Figure 44, Left c). For auroral
forms with a rayed structure, they found rayed arc (Figure
44, Left b), rayed band (Figure 44, Left d), corona (Figure 44, Left e), and drapery (Figure 44, Left f). On the
left side of figure 44, artists conception of the described
auroral forms was illustrated. On the right side of figure
44, the VA generated effects are presented by combining
all techniques discussed in adopting the NPR approach.
The generated series of images closely reproduced some
of the typical auroral forms when compared to the traditional illustions.
From a series of comparisons and evaluations between
the simulated results and the art drawings, it has indicated that theree is a great possibility of reproduc-

ing the traditional way of illustrating the auroral phenomena. By using a combination of NPR techniques
including disc-based drawings, texture-based drawings,
G-buffers, width modulation, selective drawings, transparency blending, and pen-and-ink styles, different artistic scenes can be composed successfully.
Besides reproducing artists hand-drawn images, other
rendering results can be achieved using the VA system
as depicted in figures 17 and 18. Also from figures 34
and 35, the result has indicated a potential application
for medical image analysis by extending the VA system
further to adequately process volumetric data.
7

Discussion

As various resulting images have shown, the two rendering paths implemented have revealed some amazing
internal structures and different representations from the
input data. The two approaches adopted have proven the
usefulness and the applicability for visualizing a particle
system.
There exist different methodologies that could be experimented for the different visualization processes discussed earlier. While experimenting with the DEM algorithm, a variant in the particle sampling process could
be considered. Instead of averaging particle intensities
for each grid cell, an alternate method would be to accumulate the intensity values. Accumulation of particle intensities may provide a better understanding for the overall intensity distribution. Another variation in the system
that could be done was to apply the multi-resolution filters, which was involved while processing high resolution DEM grids, to the raw volumetric data as well. In
this case, the converted volumetric data, which now consists of fewer particles, could expedite the visualization
process.
As follow-up work it is possible to construct a 3D surface of the auroral curtain. Potentially the curtain surface can be built by interconnecting the multi-layered
isocurves. To make such interconnection feasible, it is
desired to obtain a single closed curve for each layer of
the generated isocurves. However by using the Marching Squares algorithm [9] to generate isocurves, islands
or disconnected closed curves result. Although using the
magnifiers during the sampling stage can reduce the artifacts, further studies or improvements can be conducted
based on the existing approach. Once the 3D surface construction from multi-layered isocurves is achieved, the
strategy can also be adapted to medical imaging applications.

Figure 36: Left: ”In a woodcut, Fridtjof Nansen depicts himself strolling on the ice with a triple-curtained aurora
overhead. (In Nansen’s Nord I Tåkeheimen, 1911, courtesy of University of Oslo; from S.-I. Akasofu)” [2] Right: The
auroral curtain is visualized in VA using texture-based drawings (line textures), white color modulation, width modulation, and transparency blending. The aurora is viewed from a similar angle compared to the woodcut illustration.

Figure 37: Left: ”An aurora twisting back and forth in this artist’s version of the infamous northern lights over a fur
trading post. (In Frederick Whymper’s Travel and Adventure in the Territory of Alaska, 1868, courtesy of Alaska and
Polar Regions Dept., Elmer E. Rasmuson Library, University of Alaska Fairbanks; from S.-I. Akasofu)” [2] Right:
The auroral curtain is visualized in VA using texture-based drawings (hatch textures), white color modulation, width
modulation, and transparency blending. Provided the direction west is behind the mountain range, the aurora curtain
is stretched in the south-north direction and positioned in the east-west direction. It is viewed from the bottom looking
up with a high elevation angle and facing west.

Figure 38: Left: ”Current understanding of the natural world reaches back to early polor explorers and settlers who
took note of their surroundings in minute detail. This drawing presents auroral curtains. Contrary to popular belief
in the early nineteenth century, which placed auroral activity highest near the North Pole, explorer Robert E. Peary
noted that he’d seen auroras of ’greater beauty’ in Maine than he had north of the Arctic Circle. (In I.I. Hayes’s
Recent Polar Voyages, 1861, courtesy of Alaska and Polar Regions Dept., Elmer E. Rasmuson Library, University
of Alaska Fairbanks; from S.-I. Akasofu)” [2] Right: The auroral curtain is visualized in VA using a combination of
geometric line drawings and texture-based drawings (hatch textures), white color modulation, width modulation, and
transparency blending. Provided the west direction is behind the mountain range, the auroral curtain is positioned in
the east-west direction, and it is viewed in a far distance with a low elevation angle and facing west.

Figure 39: Left: ”This nineteenth-century engraving shows the corona, seen when the auroral curtain is located a
little south of its zenith. (In Sophus Tromholt’s Under the Rays of the Aurora Borealis, 1885, courtesy of Elmer E.
Rasmuson Library, University of Alaska Fairbanks; from S.-I. Akasofu)” [2] Right: The auroral curtain is visualized
in VA using texture-based drawings (hatch textures), white color modulation, width modulation, and transparency
blending. The auroral curtain is stretched significantly and only a portion of the whole curtain is shown. It is positioned
up-side down and viewed from the zenith direction with a high elevation angle.

Figure 40: Left: ”Sharp light rays descend from the night sky a few days before the winter solstice in this picture. Until
the late nineteenth centure, when photographers began capturing fuzzy images of the aurora, hand-drawn illustrations
were the only means of visually recording the phenomenon. (In Charles F. Halls Arctic Reseraches and Life Among
the Esquimaux: Narrative of an Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin, in the Years 1860, 1861, and 1862, 1864;
from S.-I. Akasofu)” [2] Right: The auroral curtain is visualized in VA using a combination of geometric line drawings
and texture-based drawings (line textures), white color modulation, width modulation, and transparency blending. The
auroral curtain is stretched both horizontally and vertically, and it is viewed from a close-to-zenith direction.

Figure 41: Left: ”A drawing of northern lights made during a French expedition to Alta in 1838-39.” (A Source of
Inspiration. The Aurora Polaris Northern Lights Festival Art Seminar) Right: The auroral curtain is visualized in VA
using texture-based drawings (hatch textures), white color modulation, width modulation, and transparency blending.
The auroral curtain is stretched horizontally and viewed with a low elevation angle from a distanced location.

Figure 42: Left: Artist’s traditional drawing depicting the auroral curtain viewed in the zenith direction. [2] Right:
The auroral curtain is visualized in VA using a combination of geometric line drawings and texture-based drawings
(line textures), white color modulation, width modulation, and transparency blending. The aurora is observed from
the bottom looking straight up to give a zenith view.

Figure 43: Left: From the book Snorre Sel (1941), the hair is a rendering of the aurora. [10]). Right: The auroral
curtain is visualized in VA using texture-based drawings (hatch textures), color re-distribution, width modulation, and
transparency blending. The curtain is placed in a 45 degree angle to mimic the hair-looking style when compared to
the left picture.

Figure 44: Left: ”Artist’s conception of some typical auroral forms: (a) homogeneous arc, (b) rayed arc, (c) homogeneous band, (d) rayed band, (e) corona and (f) drapery (courtesy of Adriane Elena Baranoski).” [4]. Right: Series
of simulated auroral curtain using the VA system is shown: (a) Initial animation frame of the auroral curtain is drawn
using small geometric disks with width modulation, selective rendering (50%), and pen-and-ink style (B&W); (b)
Initial animation frame of the auroral curtain is drawn using line textures with selective rendering (50%) and pen-andink style (B&W); (c) Active auroral curtain is drawn using small geometric disks with width modulation, selective
rendering (60%), and pen-and-ink style (B&W); (d) Active auroral curtain is drawn using line textures with selective
rendering (60%) and pen-and-ink style (B&W); (e) Active auroral curtain is illustrated using a combination of NPR
techniques including geometric disk drawings, line texture drawings, G-buffers (RGB and depth buffers), first differential image, width modulation, selective rendering (80%), and pen-and-ink style (B&W); (f) Active auroral curtain is
drawn using a similar configuration as described in part (e).
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Conclusion

A number of visualization approaches were presented in
this paper. The DEM algorithm and surface tessellation
provided a cross-sectional impression from a particle system. The construction of isocurves demonstrated a novel
approach for analyzing the internal structure of the auroral curtain. The combination of NPR techniques created
the artistic images that can be used to compare to the traditional illustrations of the auroral phenomena. The results presented in the former section showed the successfulness of reproducing hand-drawn auroral illustrations
often published in books and literatures. The smooth conversion of volumetric data to a particle system proved the
extensibility of the visualization pipeline. Hence, the potential contribution to medical imaging is un-negligible.
The visualization process discussed in this paper can
also be used for other natural phenomena such as storm,
smoke, gas, or water flow. The results can be aimed at
artistic, educational and scientific studies. Also because
of the close relationship between the auroral phenomena
and the plasma physics, visualizing the auroral phenomena has opened a gate for potential applications and new
directions for future research.
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